Veritas Data Management for Microsoft Cloud
A modular approach for managing data risks, empowering users
and capitalizing on data in Microsoft Cloud environments.

Companies are capitalizing on Microsoft Cloud technologies to drive productivity, fuel innovation and lower costs. These highly robust
environments demand equally robust data management capabilities to address challenges from a plethora of new regulations, the need
to ensure data is protected everywhere and a desire to optimize spend in the cloud.
With data management solutions from Veritas, organizations get:
• Simple backup and archive for Microsoft Office 365.
• Easy backup and restore of Microsoft Azure cloud apps.
• Scalable protection for Microsoft Azure Stack and Microsoft Hyper-V.
• A modern long-term retention strategy powered by Microsoft Azure.
VALUE FOR YOU
Although many newer entrants to the market make claims about next-gen data management technologies and platforms, what is
actually delivered is often simply a different take on backup. Modern data management encompasses much more. Minimally, managing
data risks is the first step. Empowering users with data and management tools that are intuitive and simple is the next step. Finally,
helping organizations capitalize on their data via analytics and operational optimization is critical.
MANAGE DATA RISKS
Protect data everywhere and against anything–from ransomware to accidental deletion. These risks exist regardless of data location or
your chosen mix of infrastructure, ranging from SaaS to hosted private and public clouds or even the data center. Data across all these
locations must be visible to address legal and compliance requirements. Intelligently classifying data helps address these requirements
and makes finding and locating personally identifiable information (PII) much easier.
• Phase out tape by moving backup data to Microsoft Azure Blob Storage or more than 60 other cloud targets with the most efficient
deduplication technology on the market.
• Enable data management with easy backup and archive for Microsoft Office 365 as well as other business-critical SaaS applications
like Salesforce and G suite.
• Archive Microsoft OneDrive or more than 40 other social/messaging/productivity applications like Skype for Business, Slack, Twitter
or Facebook.
EMPOWER YOUR USERS
Give your application owners and operational management teams control and simplified user experiences. Simple, intuitive and
integrated is the Veritas philosophy. Open API frameworks make developers’ lives easier, and direct integration into Microsoft Active
Directory enables secure, role-based access to critical capabilities such as disaster recovery, app migrations, data backups and
restores and data discovery. Empower your workforce by simplifying complex administrative tasks down to just a few clicks.

• Enable single-click migrations and resiliency across on-premises data centers or even between on-premises and Azure for physical and
Microsoft Hyper-V hosted applications.
• Use automated policy management to easily move and store data across Microsoft Azure Blob Storage hot and cool storage tiers in
addition to seven other cloud storage targets.
• Simplify protection for big data, NoSQL, Open Source RDBMS and commercial workloads with a modern, agentless Parallel
Streaming approach.
CAPITALIZE ON DATA
Data can supercharge your business and help you gain operational efficiencies in addition to competitive advantage. But not if
it’s dark. Light up dark data so you can understand the stories in your data to make operational, business and end-customer
experience improvements.
• Achieve global data visibility and drive actionable insights across nearly 30 SaaS, IaaS and on-premises applications including Azure
File and Blob Storage, Microsoft OneDrive for Business, Microsoft Office 365 Exchange and SharePoint, Microsoft Windows File
Servers, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft SharePoint.
• Delete old PST files, archive, temporary and orphan files and audio/video files with no business value to reduce on-premises and Azure
storage costs.
• Drive operational analytics on your Azure-hosted and on-premises data to accurately forecast your storage growth needs and predict
backup job failures for proactive remediation.
WHY MICROSOFT AND VERITAS?
“We went with Veritas because it combines rich features with the scalability of Microsoft Azure. Other providers just couldn’t give us
the level of security, data control and managed service expertise. I’m a big fan of the Cloud, preferring to not have archive data in my
data centers.”
- Andrew McManus, IT Director, Eversheds-Sutherland
Veritas and Microsoft, two industry leaders, have partnered to help organizations accelerate their digital transformation initiatives via
better data management. Our strategic partnership helps organizations manage the data risks, complexity and expenses that come with
change while maintaining business stability. To boost productivity, fuel innovation and drive down costs, choose Veritas and Microsoft
Cloud. Learn more about Veritas and Microsoft Cloud here.
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